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Progressive ordering with decreasing temperature of
the phospholipids of influenza virus
Ivan V Polozov1, Ludmila Bezrukov1, Klaus Gawrisch2 & Joshua Zimmerberg1
Using linewidth and spinning sideband intensities of lipid hydrocarbon chain resonances in proton magic angle spinning NMR
spectra, we detected the temperature-dependent phase state of naturally occurring lipids of intact influenza virus without
exogenous probes. Increasingly, below 41 1C ordered and disordered lipid domains coexisted for the viral envelope and extracts
thereof. At 22 1C much lipid was in a gel phase, the fraction of which reversibly increased with cholesterol depletion. Diffusion
measurements and fluorescence microscopy independently confirmed the existence of gel-phase domains. Thus the existence
of ordered regions of lipids in biological membranes is now demonstrated. Above the physiological temperatures of influenza
infection, the physical properties of viral envelope lipids, regardless of protein content, were indistinguishable from those
of the disordered fraction. Viral fusion appears to be uncorrelated to ordered lipid content. Lipid ordering may contribute to
viral stability at lower temperatures, which has recently been found to be critical for airborne transmission.

Membranes of most enveloped viruses form by budding out from the
plasma membranes of their host cells a highly select subset of plasma
membrane components. In general, the selected membrane proteins
are coded by the viral genome, whereas lipids are recruited from host
membranes; however, the lipid composition of the viral envelope
differs from that of the host membrane1,2 and from other budding
viruses3. The envelope of influenza contains higher amounts of both
cholesterol1 and glycosphingolipids4—lipids known to partition into
the liquid ordered (lo) phase. The lo phase is characterized by extended
hydrocarbon chains having a reduced gauche-trans isomerization
compared with those of the liquid disordered (ld) phase, but having
a similar rotational and translational mobility5. Liquid ordered phases
are thought to be at the core of lipid rafts6, which are defined as
transient membrane microdomains that are enriched in sphingolipids
and cholesterol (1)7—a hypothesis that has generated much debate8,9.
The influenza virus has played a pivotal role in the development of
the raft hypothesis, starting with early studies that inferred ordered
domains using spin probes10–12 and fluorescence13,14 and that suggested that an ordered lipid domain is selected in toto as the envelope
during budding from the plasma membrane15. These lipids are either
selected at the time of budding or pre-selected as the ‘pre-envelope’
suggested by clusters of the viral envelope protein hemagglutinin seen
in immunoelectron microscopy16.
Although detection of virus-sized domains of lipids (B100-nm
diameter) is below the limit of resolution of fluorescent microscopy,
large micrometer-sized membrane domains are reliably detected17–19.
Recently, proton magic angle spinning NMR (1H MAS NMR)
has been used to determine the phase diagram of the same lipid
compositions used to study large membrane domains in lipid bilayers

and other membranes, along with compositional information on each
phase20–22. By spinning membrane samples rapidly at the magic angle
(54.71) to the magnetic field, one overcomes a severe limitation:
broadening of NMR resonances by dipolar interactions, which results
in a loss of resolution such that there is only a single unresolved hump.
Application of 1H MAS NMR to studies of lipid membranes is
possible because the intrinsic fast axial reorientation of lipids yields
proton resonances that are broadened inhomogeneously, which allows
restoration of resolution at relatively low spinning frequencies23. The
1H MAS NMR resonance linewidth of the spinning centerband and
sidebands is sensitive to the rate of gauche-trans isomerization of lipid
acyl chains and axial reorientation; thus, it can be quantified as
a measure of different states of lipid membranes20,21. At a spinning
frequency of 10 kHz, the characteristic linewidth of the methylene
resonance of saturated hydrocarbon chains in 1H MAS NMR spectra is
25–100 Hz for lipids in the ld phase, 500–1,000 Hz in the lo and larger
than 1.5 kHz in the solid ordered (so) gel state, in which lipids are
packed in a crystalline lattice with extended chains and severely
restricted lateral and rotational mobility. The 1H MAS NMR spectrum
consists of a centerband flanked by sidebands spaced at multiples of
the spinning frequency (10 kHz corresponds to 20 ppm at the
magnetic field strength of 11.7 T). Absolute values of sideband/
centerband intensity ratios are dependent on the average order in
the membrane and thus provide an additional characteristic of the
system that is similar to the order parameter derived from deuterium
NMR (refs. 21,24). The ratio of sideband/centerband intensities
depends on sample composition and must be determined individually
for each lipid, but at 10 kHz spinning frequency generally it is in the
range of 0–0.04 for the ld phase, 0.05–0.12 for lo and 0.1–0.2 for so
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Figure 1 1H MAS NMR spectra of model and biomembranes. (a) Typical 1H MAS NMR spectra d
of lipids in ld, lo and so phases. The inset shows the first-order spinning sidebands at 20-fold
magnification. The ld spectrum is shown ten-fold attenuated. The spectra in the ld and so phases
are from DPPC, and those in lo are from DPPC/cholesterol, 7:3 mol/mol mixture21. (b) 1H MAS
NMR spectra of lipids extracted from influenza virus (top), intact influenza virus (middle) and
allantoic membranes of embryonated eggs used for virus growth (bottom). Spectra were recorded
at a MAS frequency of 10 kHz at 40 1C. The inset shows first-order spinning sidebands at 20-fold
magnification. The sharp peak at 4.8 ppm is from water. (c) Example of spectral deconvolution
(see Supplementary Methods); influenza virus 1H MAS NMR spectrum from b (black line). The
methylene resonance of hydrocarbon chains at 1.3 ppm (blue line) is fitted as a superposition of
narrow (75 Hz–wide, green line) and broad (1,000 Hz–wide, red line) components. The lower
panel shows the two superimposed resonances and the 1H NMR spectrum after subtracting them
(gray line). (d) 1H MAS NMR spectra of intact influenza virus (top) and RBC membranes
(erythrocyte ghosts membranes, bottom). Spectra were recorded at a MAS frequency of 10 kHz at
25 1C. The inset shows first-order spinning sidebands at ten-fold magnification.

(values are respectively 0.0025, 0.11 and 0.12 for ld, lo and so; examples
shown in Fig. 1a). For samples with coexisting membrane domains,
the centerband of the 1H MAS NMR spectrum is dominated by
narrow peaks from the ld phase, whereas broad components from the
ordered phases are markedly pronounced in the sideband region of the
spectrum. Moreover, 1H MAS NMR with application of pulsed
magnetic field gradients enables measurement of lipid diffusion
rates in membranes25 and of fluid domain sizes20. Here we apply
these techniques to test the hypothesis that ordered lipids exist
in the envelope of the influenza virus. We also measured membrane
fusion of virus to cells to probe the biological significance of the
viral envelope ordered domains. We find that the lipids in the viral
envelope are indistinguishable from lipids in the ld phase at temperatures above B40 1C, with an increasing fraction of ordered lipids at
increasingly colder temperatures.
RESULTS
Coexistence of lipid domains at room temperature
As a point of reference, Figure 1a shows the spectra of pure so, lo and
ld phases of 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DPPC; 2)
plus cholesterol mixtures. Spectra of intact influenza virus were
compared to spectra of extracted lipids (Fig. 1b). The viral spectra
are dominated by resonances from its lipids, as expected for MAS
NMR spectra. Because of their slower motions and rigidity, signals
from proteins are present as extremely wide bands—for example, the
amide protons in the range of 7–10 ppm. The most intense lipid
peak is from methylene resonances of hydrocarbon chains (1.3 ppm).
At 36 1C and below, this peak displays a non-Lorentzian shape
characteristic of coexisting environments of differing order20. A single
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Lorentzian line at 20% of maximum intensity is only twice as wide as
at half-height. The substantial width at the base of the methylene peak
in the viral spectra (Fig. 1b) is thus indicative of the presence of
another broad spectral component. We determined at least two
superimposed components (Fig. 1c); the narrow one (75 Hz linewidth) is from lipid in the mobile ld, and the broad component
(1 kHz) is from lipids in ordered domains lo and/or so (distinguishing
of lo and so is difficult from a single spectrum; we address this issue
further below). The broad component also has contributions from
proteins, RNA and the proton background signal of the NMR probe.
The detection of superimposed lipid resonances in a homogeneous
viral preparation is clear evidence for coexistence of lipid domains,
with a residence time of lipids in those domains on the order of a
millisecond or longer (Supplementary Discussion and Supplementary Fig. 1 online). The major difference between the NMR spectra of
intact virus, compared to protein-free liposomes of extracted viral
lipid, is seen in the spectra of the first-order spinning sidebands
(21.3 ppm). The spectrum of intact viruses contains only a broad
component, but the protein-free viral lipids contain both narrow
and broad components with respective linewidths of B100 Hz and
B500 Hz (corresponding to 0.2 and 1 ppm at the proton resonance
frequency of 500 MHz). The absence of a narrow component in the
sideband of the viral spectrum is either due to particularly low-order
parameters of lipids in the ld phase or because of a very rapid decline
of rotational echo amplitudes due to diffusional reorientation of
lipids within 100 ms, the time of one rotor revolution at 10 kHz
spinning frequency. Such reorientation is indeed expected for
lipids diffusing in virus-size particles but not in much larger
multilamellar vesicles made from viral lipid extracts.
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Ordered fraction increases below 40 1C
To estimate the fraction of ordered domains in
viral membranes, we recorded 1H MAS NMR
spectra as a function of temperature. The
Influenza virus
signal height of hydrocarbon chain resonances
is approximately constant at high temperature. Below a certain onset temperature, signal
28 26 24 22 20 18 ppm
intensity decreases rapidly with lowering
28 26 24 22 20 18 ppm
temperature (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3a). About
5 1C below the onset there is indication
40 °C
for conversion of intensity of the narrow
25 °C
40 °C
resonance characteristic of ld to the broad
25 °C
13 °C
resonance characteristic of an ordered lipid
13 °C
–5 °C
–5 °C
phase. Integral spectral intensity over the
whole spectral range was approximately con7
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1
0 ppm
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0 ppm
stant. The linewidth of the high-temperature
1
1
resonances as well as the constancy of signal
Figure 2 H MAS NMR spectra as a function of temperature. (a) H MAS NMR spectra of influenza
height suggest that above 45 1C all lipids are in
virus recorded at 10 kHz at temperatures of 40 1C, 25 1C, 13 1C and –5 1C. (b) 1H MAS NMR spectra
of influenza virus total extracted lipids recorded at 10 kHz at temperatures of 40 1C, 25 1C, 13 1C and
the ld phase. The remaining broad proton
–5 1C. The inset shows first-order spinning sidebands at 20-fold magnification.
resonances are from viral proteins and from
the proton background of the probe. An onset
of ordered lipid domain formation was
Because our viral lipids were derived from cells in the allantoic observed at 34.7 ± 0.5 1C for allantoic membranes and at 43 ± 1 1C
membranes of embryonated chicken eggs, we compared the spectra of and 45 ± 1 1C for virus and protein-free viral lipids, respectively. Thus
virus and allantoic membranes (Fig. 1b). The spectra have a similar it is close for intact virus and protein-free viral lipids, but both are
resolution and intensity of resonances, despite the fact that the different from allantoic membrane. At temperatures below 0 1C, all
allantoic membrane is a biological tissue. Note that a few minor membranes are essentially in an ordered state (Fig. 3b). When ordered
sharp resonances in these spectra are from water-soluble metabolites. domains are large such that lipids reside in them longer than about a
They were distinguished from membrane resonances by NMR millisecond, signal height of the resonance at 1.3 ppm is an excellent
diffusion experiments that reflect the much higher diffusion rates of measure of liquid ordered phase content because the linewidth of
spectra of ordered phases is about one order of magnitude larger, and
water-soluble substances.
As for viral membranes, the allantoic membrane resonance at their height is one order of magnitude lower. The approximate
1.3 ppm has a superimposed broad component. This broad signal fraction of lipids in the ordered state was calculated by scaling signal
dominates the intensity of the spinning sideband but is present height to the resonance height differences between 45 and –5 1C
in the centerband as well. Presence of broad components in the (Fig. 3b). Ordered phase content of viruses and extracted viral lipids is
1H MAS NMR spectra of influenza virus is particularly obvious
similar down to 4 1C. Furthermore, intact viruses and viral lipids have
when spectra are compared to those of human red blood cell a higher content of ordered domains than allantoic membranes. For
(RBC) membranes, which appear to be in the ld phase above reasons explained in the Discussion and in the Supplementary
22 1C. Resolution of RBC spectra at 25 1C (Fig. 1d) is comparable Discussion, the amount of ordered phase near the onset of ordered
phase formation could be under- or overestimated.
to resolution of model membranes in ld (Fig. 1a).
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Figure 3 Fraction of ordered lipids as a function of temperature. (a) Temperature dependence of the 1.3 ppm resonance of influenza virus, total extracted
viral lipids, allantoic membranes and RBC ghost membranes. (b) Temperature dependence of the fraction of membranes in ordered domains in
influenza virus, viral lipids, allantoic membranes and RBC ghost membranes calculated from the 1.3 ppm resonance height, as explained in the Results.
(c) Temperature dependence of the ratio of sideband to centerband height of the 1.3 ppm resonance of influenza virus, viral lipids, allantoic membranes
and RBC ghost membranes.
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Lipid extracts form gel-phase membrane
domains
5
The difference in lipid diffusion constants
4
between lo and ld (about a factor of
4
three28,29) is relatively small, and lipids
3
appear to be able to pass through the
3
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boundaries between ld and lo phases. There2
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fore, formation of liquid ordered domains
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contrast, lipid diffusion in so is orders of
Diffusion time (s)
Temperature (°C)
magnitude slower. Consequently, in the
presence of substantial amounts of so,
Figure 4 1H MAS NMR diffusion measurements. (a) Time dependence of the average diffusion
when regions of fluid phase domains
displacement in viral lipid extract at 37 1C (}) and at 17 1C (~). The solid line is a fit with a diffusion
rate of 30 mm2 s–1 and diffusion confinement of 4.3 mm. The dashed line is a fit with a diffusion
become discontinuous, spatial confinement
rate of 7 mm2 s–1 and diffusion confinement of 2.5 mm. (b) Temperature dependence of diffusion
of fluid lipids to domains smaller than l
confinement in viral lipid extract. For comparison, the fraction of disordered lipid in viral lipid extract
iposome size is observed20. The latter is
is plotted as well (J, axis on the right).
detected in a plot of the mean square
displacement of lipids as a function of
diffusion time.
At 37 1C the diffusion time dependence of lipid displacement
For comparison, we recorded 1H MAS NMR spectra of human
RBC membranes as a function of temperature. Unlike viral or yielded a confinement to 4.3 mm and a diffusion constant of
allantoic membranes, lipids in RBC membranes remained in the 30 mm2 s–1 (Fig. 4a). In the temperature range from 45 to 17 1C,
liquid disordered state until 10 1C, at which point a rapid ordering the diffusion constant decreased continuously from 35 to 7 mm2 s–1.
of lipids ensued with a midpoint of 5 ± 1 1C (Fig. 3). Also, in contrast The diffusion confinement remained at 4.3 mm from 45 to 30 1C and
to viral membranes and viral extracted lipids, RBC membranes decreased continuously to 2.5 mm over the temperature range from 30
displayed substantial hysteresis between heating and cooling scans to 20 1C (Fig. 4b). The 4.3 mm is probably the average radius of
near 10 1C.
liposomes. Confinement of diffusion to a fraction of liposome size at
Spinning sideband/centerband intensity ratios of the 1.3 ppm lower temperature suggests formation of a continuous region of a
resonance are a measure of hydrocarbon chain order parameters21,24. solid ordered phase.
In intact viral particles, lipids appeared immobile as lipid displaceIn spectra of superimposed ordered and disordered lipid
phases, the height of the centerband resonance at 1.3 ppm is ment is restricted by the small size of viruses. Their size is below the
primarily determined by contributions from ld, whereas sideband spatial resolution of the experiment.
To directly test for domain coexistence, we examined giant uniintensity is determined by contributions from lo and so. Our results
are in agreement with lipids in the ld phase at temperatures above lamellar vesicles (GUV) prepared from extracts of influenza virus
40 1C and formation of predominantly so or lo at the low temperature labeled with rhodamine-dioleoylphosphatidylethanolamine (rhodaend (Fig. 3c). The lower ratio in viral membranes compared to mine-DOPE; 3) or Texas Red–dipalmitoylphosphatidylethanolamine
viral lipids above 40 1C is probably due to additional lipid reorienta- (Texas Red–DPPE; 4). These probes partition preferentially to liquid
tion from lipid lateral diffusion in combination with the small size disordered domains such that membranes have dark (ordered) and
bright (disordered) regions17,18. Solid-supported multilamellar
of viruses.
At ambient temperature, spinning sideband/centerband ratio is bilayers were formed by deposition of viral lipids on glass from
somewhat higher for viral membranes compared to viral extracted
lipid. The difference could be related either to specific protein-lipid
a
b
interactions or to specific lipid membrane organization—for example,
membrane asymmetry, which is known to be conserved in viral
membranes long after virus budding from the plasma membrane26.
To distinguish the effects of membrane proteins from monolayer
asymmetry in viral membranes, we investigated reconstituted influenza virus envelopes containing both viral lipids and integral membrane proteins but no matrix proteins or nucleic acids (virosomes)27
(Supplementary Discussion and Supplementary Fig. 2 online).
Virosomes reconstituted from detergent-lipid mixtures lack the membrane asymmetry typical of influenza viral membranes. They displayed
formation of liquid ordered phases over the same temperature range Figure 5 Fluorescence microscopy detection of ordered lipid domains.
as the intact virus (Supplementary Fig. 3 online), and the protein-free (a) Solid-supported multibilayers of viral lipids containing 1% of Texas Red–
viral lipid liposomes and spinning sideband/centerband ratios DPPE, hydrated at room temperature. (b) Ordered and disordered lipid
domains coexist on the surface of giant unilamellar vesicles of viral lipids
were similar as well. Therefore we conclude that thermotropic containing 1% of Texas Red–DPPE formed by electroformation on the ITO
phase behavior is primarily determined by lipid content, with surface. Vesicle is attached to the surface, forming a hemisphere. Bright
insignificant contributions from membrane asymmetry and lipid- area is in the liquid disordered state, while circular dark domains are liquid
ordered and dendritic dark domains are solid ordered.
protein interactions.
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At 4 1C the 1.3 ppm resonance in the centerband of 1H
MAS NMR spectra is dominated by contributions from lipids in
the lo and so phases. Again, intensity of the residual ld resonance
did not change much with cholesterol content (Supplementary
Fig. 4b).
Formation of lo requires the presence of cholesterol. Indeed,
according to the width of spinning sidebands, lipids in cholesteroldepleted viruses are not in lo but are instead in the so phase. In
contrast, the sideband spectra of both untreated virus and cholesterolrepleted virus suggests coexistence of so and lo phases.
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Figure 6 Effect of temperature on lipid mixing assay of influenza virus
fusion with RBC membranes. Virus labeled with R18 at self-quenching
concentration was mixed with RBC membranes and incubated for 5 min
to equilibrate temperature. Fusion was triggered by adjusting the pH to 5
and monitored by the increase of fluorescence intensity due to probe
dequenching. Membrane solubilization with 1% Triton X-100 gave complete
dequenching, defined as 100% fusion. Decrease in temperature results in
a decrease of both the rate and extent of fusion, but fusion is robust at
temperatures above 40 1C, where the amount of ordered lipids is negligible.

organic solvent and hydrated at 50 1C. At room temperature the
supported bilayers displayed disconnected bright regions and dark
regions with noncircular rugged edges characteristic of solid ordered
domains (Fig. 5a). Addition of excess water to supported bilayers of
viral lipid at 50 1C yielded a dispersion of vesicles of variable size and
number of lamellae. Electroformation30 increased the fraction of GUV
but did not eliminate vesicle heterogeneity. Occasionally more than
two types of domains became visible on the surface of GUV (Fig. 5b).
At room temperature, some of the vesicles appeared to show ld-lo
phase coexistence, as judged by the smooth circumference of domains,
whereas others displayed a series of morphologically different domains
including both circular and dendritic dark domains indicative of
ld-lo-so coexistence. Figure 5b, taken at 25 1C, shows 68% of lipid
membrane area in ld (bright area), 11% in lo, (circular dark domains)
and 21% in so (dendritic dark domains). Heating of samples decreased
the area of dark domains and reduced the contrast between dark and
bright domains.
Cholesterol depletion forms gel phase
The egg-grown influenza X31 envelope had a cholesterol content of
53 mol %. To assess the role of cholesterol on domain formation in
viral membranes, we incubated virus with (i) methyl-b-cyclodextrin
to reduce cholesterol to 1 mol % and (ii) cholesterol-laden methylb-cyclodextrin to partially replete to 33 mol % (Supplementary
Table 1 online).
At 37 1C the 1.3 ppm resonance in the center band of 1H MAS
NMR spectra is dominated by intensity from lipids in the ld phase
(Supplementary Fig. 4a online). Its height did not change with
cholesterol content. The most prominent difference between the
three samples is the substantially higher intensity of a narrow
resonance in the sideband of cholesterol-containing viruses. The
higher sideband intensity in the presence of cholesterol is a reflection
of the cholesterol-induced increase of lipid order in ld. The spinning
sideband of the 1.3 ppm resonance of cholesterol-depleted virus had
the characteristic width of an so phase (495% of spinning sideband
intensity was in a 1.76 kHz-wide resonance).
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Viral fusion does not require ordered lipids
The above experiments clearly indicate that there would be little or no
ordered lipids at temperatures above 40 1C for intact virus. Therefore
we tested for fusion of intact virus to cellular membranes at such
temperatures. We measured the lipid dequenching that results from
lipid dye flux from labeled virus to RBC plasma membrane in the
course of membrane fusion induced by lowering pH (Fig. 6). Lipid
mixing was robust at temperatures above 40 1C. Decreasing temperature from 42 to 25 1C resulted in a decrease of both the rate and extent
of fusion, despite an increase in the fraction of ordered lipids in the
intact virus. The target membrane is in the ld state in this temperature
range. Thus, ordered domains in viral membranes are not required for
virus fusogeneity measured as lipid mixing. The phase state of lipids is
not critical for either membrane binding or lipid mixing during
influenza hemagglutinin-mediated membrane fusion, although it
may play a role in fusion pore development. Though we could not
measure fusion pores in the fusion of intact virus, our colleagues used
an aqueous fluorescent dye to determine fusion pore opening in the
fusion of labeled RBCs to fibroblasts expressing Japan hemagglutinin
and found little inhibition of content mixing at 42 1C (and 10%
content mixing at 45 1C) (E. Leikina and L.V. Chernomordik, US
National Institutes of Health, personal communication). Thus it is
unlikely that ordered lipids are required for fusion.
DISCUSSION
The substantial line broadening of 1H MAS NMR lipid hydrocarbon
chain resonances from lipid immobilization in ordered phases (lo and
so) enables determination of the fraction of ordered lipids in models
and biomembranes. We find that phospholipids in viral membranes
form ordered lipid phases over a wide range of physiologically relevant
temperatures. We have evidence that both lo and so phases coexist with
the ld phase. At 37 1C lipids with broadened spectra (the sum of lo and
so phases) represent a minute fraction of the membrane, but at 4 1C
almost the entire membrane is in the ordered state. Given that
envelope budding occurs at physiological temperature, these data
rule out the hypothesis that the influenza envelope is created entirely
from an ordered lipid domain15. Because the density of envelope
protein is near close-packed31, a majority of the lipid subtending the
envelope protein microdomain of the envelope has ld properties at
physiological temperatures. Thus phase behavior cannot explain
protein clustering during viral assembly at 37 1C. Yet there must be
a selective advantage for the virus to enrich itself in lipids that become
progressively more immobile with decreasing temperature. We propose that the palmitoylation of hemagglutinin (maximum of three
palmitates per trimer) provides a saturated lipid anchor that may itself
induce the collection of other saturated-chain lipids and cholesterol
when hemagglutinin is concentrated in the plasma membrane before
budding (the viral pre-envelope16) for the purpose of increasing viral
stability during airborne transmission. Recent super-resolution microscopy studies32 make clear that hemagglutinin remains mobile within
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the pre-envelope, so this concentrated spot of hemagglutinin is not
itself a microdomain of gel phase.
One of the advantages of the viral system is the relative ease of
isolating a large enough quantity of purified membrane for compositional analysis. Judging from the known phase transition temperatures
of individual lipid species, at high temperatures sphingolipids and
cholesterol are likely to be at the core of the ordered lipid fraction. At
lower temperatures, the increase in the fraction of ordered domains
may result from phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) and phosphatidylserine (PS) in the viral lipid matrix. In particular, egg sphingomyelin
has a phase transition centered around 39 1C (ref. 33), whereas
individual sphingomyelin species melt above 40 1C (ref. 34). PE is
known to have a higher gel-fluid phase transition temperature than
phosphatidylcholines (PCs) and is likely to convert to so. For example,
the typical monounsaturated PE species, POPE (5) and SOPE (6),
have midpoints of the main phase transition at 25 1C (ref. 20) and
32 1C (ref. 24), respectively. POPC (7) and SOPC (8) have transitions
below 0 1C and at 6 1C (ref. 21), respectively. Of course, the
continuous change of the fraction of ordered lipid with temperature
must also result in a continuous change of lipid composition of
ordered domains.
Experiments on DPPC plus cholesterol conducted by 1H MAS
NMR (ref. 35) and calorimetry36 show a complex phase diagram
above 40 mol % cholesterol, with evidence for gel-lo phase coexistence
at up to 60% cholesterol. Spectral changes that are dependent on
cholesterol concentration occur from 45 to 35 1C. It is uncertain
whether the latter changes are related to another phase transition or
whether they are a reflection of a nonlinear response of an NMR
parameter to a continuous change of lipid dynamics. Our spectral
simulations assuming rapid exchange of lipids between ld and lo (see
Supplementary Discussion) have shown that the amount of lo is
overestimated when rapid exchange occurs. This is more likely at
higher temperature when lo phase regions are small and lipids diffuse
more rapidly. Thus whereas spectral changes of lo as a function of
temperature may yield too little lo, rapid exchange of lipids
between ld and lo would yield too much lo. Therefore near the onset
of ordered phase formation, the percentage of ordered phase may
not be accurate.
Lipid membranes of influenza viruses were previously studied using
fluorescent13,14 and spin labels10,11. The early spin label study of
influenza virus12 aimed only at determination of whether the influenza envelope contains a lipid bilayer, but the study detected less
‘fluidity’ in the influenza membrane than in the erythrocyte membrane. We confirmed this fact by measuring the 1H MAS NMR spectra
of RBC membranes. Such terms as membrane fluidity and rigidity
may be obsolete as they ambiguously mask complex lipid behavior
and basically reflect high cholesterol content. For example, fluorescent
and spin labels are often excluded from the ordered domains, as seen
in fluorescent microscopy and through the self quenching of probes
on the verge of the transition18,37,38. Exclusion of fluorescent groups
and spin labels from solid ordered domains may under-report their
presence in biological membranes. Furthermore, introduction of
fluorescent lipids into live membranes is a nontrivial task.
We observed coexistence of ordered and disordered lipid domains
both in the intact viral envelope and in liposomes prepared from viral
lipids. It is notable that the fraction of ordered domains in both
membrane preparations is the same over a wide temperature range,
which suggests that it is primarily determined by the properties of
membrane lipids. Thus proteins may play only a limited role in the
phase behavior of lipids in the intact viral envelope. However, they
may affect line tension at boundaries between coexisting phases39.
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Reducing cholesterol reversibly increases gel-phase lipids. Influenza
virus envelope cholesterol also plays a role in virus entry and
infection40. It has been hypothesized that influenza hemagglutinin
concentrates by partitioning into lipid raft microdomains, thus reaching densities needed for the hemagglutinin-mediated fusion of virus
infection41. Cholesterol melts solid ordered domains into liquid
ordered domains and broadens the temperature range of phase
transitions of single lipid components. However, as the transition
range in viral membranes is already wide due to diversity in polar lipid
composition, additional broadening of the temperature range introduced by cholesterol is relatively insignificant. Thus the simple idea
that decreasing cholesterol disrupts ordered lipid microdomains
should be re-examined. Rather than disrupting all lipid microdomains, lowering envelope cholesterol may convert some liquid
domains to solid domains. This solid ordering would diminish trimer
mobility, thus preventing aggregation of distant trimers into a
fusion complex and thereby inhibiting fusion and infectivity. Given
that some trimers would already be close enough to cause
infectivity, we predict that cholesterol lowering would only diminish
fusion but not stop it, as seen in influenza41,42 and in human
immunodeficiency virus42.
There are three independent lines of data supporting the notion of
solid ordered domains at ambient temperatures. First, in liposomes
formed from viral lipids, lipids were confined to areas smaller than the
size of the liposomes—results similar to our earlier observations for
gel-fluid phase coexistence in SOPC-POPE lipid mixtures20 and
characteristic of solid ordered domains. Second, the rugged edges
seen by fluorescence that were observed in supported viral lipid
bilayers and in giant unilamellar vesicles suggest that domains are
shaped by crystalline packing. Third, methylene resonances that are
wider than 1.5 kHz (3 ppm) were assigned to solid ordered lipid
phases20,21. The presence of such broad components is visible in the
first-order spinning sideband of the virus spectrum even at temperatures higher than ambient. Though we may not entirely exclude that
those spectra have some contribution from protein resonances, the
rapid increase in their intensity with decreasing temperature confirms
that they are dominated by contributions from lipids. Taken together,
this is strong evidence for the presence of so. We speculate
that so phase formation is related to the high PE content of viral
envelopes (Supplementary Fig. 5 and Supplementary Table 2 online)
as PE has low affinity for cholesterol24,43,44 and high gel-fluid phase
transition temperatures.
At physiological temperature and higher, there is little physical
evidence by MAS NMR for ordered lipids. Accordingly, phosphorous
NMR spectroscopy of lipid extracts suggests onset of nonbilayer phase
formation in viral lipid extracts at temperatures slightly above the
temperature of apparent completion of ordered phases melting
(Supplementary Fig. 6 online). Our assay for the chief function of
the object, fusion to cell membranes, continues unabated without
detectable ordered lipid in the host or target membrane. Thus the
study of phase properties of complex, biologically relevant lipid
mixtures must be done at the appropriate temperatures. The reason
that the viral envelope lipid composition is set to be near an apparent
lipid phase boundary with respect to temperature remains unclear. It
may be instructive to return to the finding3 that the lipid composition
of the influenza virus is quite different from that of a rhabdovirus that
buds from the same cells—vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV). Both of
these viruses are enveloped and both bud from the plasma membrane,
albeit from different locations. The difference in location relates to
their mode of host-to-host transmission: apical budding for aerial
transmission of influenza, and serosal budding for transmission
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through animal bite for the pathogenic rhabdovirus species, rabies
virus. Virus would be at room temperature during aerial transmission
but not during transmission by animal bite; the ordered phases we
documented here may be important for stability. Indeed, a recent
report shows that airborne transmission of influenza virus by guinea
pigs is increased at lower temperatures45, a result predicted by our
proposal that the progressive ordering of lipids (demonstrated here)
by lower temperatures is important during the low-temperature stages
of the influenza life cycle.
METHODS
Sample preparation. All lipids were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids.
Methyl-b-cyclodextrin was purchased from Sigma, and octylglucoside was
purchased from Calbiochem. All chemicals used were at least reagent grade.
Influenza virus A X-31, A/Aichi/68 was grown in pathogen-free eggs
purchased from CBT Farms and purified according to standard protocols46.
Egg-grown influenza virus A/2/Japan/305/57 was purchased from SPAFAS.
Non-aggregated virus particles were segregated by gel filtration on a PD-10
desalting column (Amersham Biosciences) packed with sephadex G-25. Virus
purity was assessed by SDS-PAGE. The fraction of viral proteins in the purified
virus comprised at least 95% of the total protein. Fusogenic activity of viruses
was confirmed by a lipid-mixing assay based on fluorescence dequenching of
R18-labeled virus upon fusion with RBC ghosts47. Infectivity of the viruses was
confirmed by a plaque-forming assay. Allantoic membranes from embryonated
chicken eggs were collected in parallel to harvesting of virus. For sample
preparation, virus was pelleted by centrifugation at 25,000 r.p.m. in an SW28
rotor (Beckman Coulter) for 2 h and resuspended in NTE buffer (100 mM
NaCl, 10 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM EDTA, pD 7.4 in 2H2O). From 2 to 4 mg of viral
particles were separated from extra buffer by centrifugation and transferred to a
4-mm zirconia rotor with a Kel-F spinner cap and Kel-F insert with an 11-ml
spherical volume (Bruker Spectrospin Inc.).
The protocol for altering cholesterol content of viral membranes by methylb-cyclodextrin was adapted from previous studies48. Lipids were extracted from
the same virus preparation as used for NMR experiments, according to
procedures described previously49. Solvents were removed from lipid extracts
in a stream of nitrogen gas while rotating the glass tube to form a thin lipid
film, followed by drying in vacuum. Multilamellar vesicle samples were
prepared by washing the lipid film with 60 1C 2H2O-based buffer (10 mM
PIPES, pH 7.4, 100 mM NaCl and 50 mM DTPA in 2H2O) and transferring
vesicles to the MAS rotor by centrifugation. 11 ml of sample contained 2–4 mg
of viral lipids.
The virosome preparation procedure was modified from refs. 27,50. Viral
particles were solubilized in 45 mM octylglycoside (9) at room temperature.
The fraction of mixed micelles was separated from the nonsolubilized fraction
by centrifugation. The nonsolubilized pellet consisted of matrix proteins and
nucleic acids. The content of phospholipids and cholesterol in the nonsolubilized pellet was below sensitivity of standard biochemical assays (phosphate
assay and Amplex Red cholesterol assay (Invitrogen)). Viral lipids and
membrane proteins were reconstituted into virosomes by rapid dilution below
the critical micelle concentration (c.m.c.), to 5 mM, followed by detergent (9)
removal by dialysis. The average size of virosomes was 105 nm, as determined
by dynamic light scattering using Coulter N4Plus particle sizer (Beckman
Coulter Inc.). The average size of the intact viruses determined by the same
approach was 150 nm.
NMR measurements. 1H MAS NMR experiments were carried out on a
Bruker DMX500 spectrometer, equipped with a widebore 11.7 Tesla
magnet, a BVT-2000 variable temperature accessory, a MAS control unit
and a variable temperature PFG-MAS probe for 4-mm rotors with a
gradient oriented at the magic angle (Bruker Spectrospin, Inc.). 1H NMR
spectra were recorded at 500.13 MHz, a MAS frequency of 10 kHz and a
spectral width of 50 kHz, which covered the spectral centerband and the two
first spinning sidebands. Temperature calibration was performed as previously
reported20. Assignments of 1H MAS NMR resonances of lipid membranes in
the liquid disordered state followed the reported assignment of lipid resonances
in organic solvent20.
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Lipid diffusion experiments by 1H MAS NMR with application of
pulsed magnetic field gradients were performed at a spinning frequency of
10 kHz, as described previously25 and recapped briefly in the Supplementary
Methods online.
Fluorescence microscopy. Domain organization in viral lipid membranes was
studied by epifluorescence using an Axiovert 25 microscope (Carl Zeiss, Jena)
with 32 dry objective. Giant unilamellar vesicles from viral lipid mixtures
were prepared by electroformation30. 5–10 ml extracted viral lipid in chloroform
(1 mg ml–1) containing 1 mol % of rhodamine-DOPE or Texas Red–DPPE
(Molecular Probes) were spread with a glass rod on the conducting side of an
indium tin oxide–coated (ITO) slide (SPI Supplies) until the solvent evaporated. Remaining traces of solvent were removed by exposure to vacuum for
1 h. The ITO slide was covered with a second conducting slide separated from
the first one by a spacer with a thickness of 1.5 mm. The assembly was placed
onto a temperature-controlled microscope stage set to 50 1C. After filling the
space between the conducting slides with distilled water, some uni- and
multilamellar vesicles were observed. An AC field with an amplitude of 3 V
and a frequency of 10 Hz from a sine wave AC generator (Wavetek model 183)
was applied to the ITO slides for 30 min while we observed formation of
vesicles through the microscope. The procedure resulted in formation of an
increased fraction of giant unilamellar vesicles floating in the water or attached
to the ITO surface.
Membrane fusion. Virus labeled with R18 at self-quenching concentration was
mixed with RBC membranes and incubated for 5 min for temperature
equilibration. Fusion was triggered by pH adjustment (to pH 5) and monitored
by growth of fluorescence due to probe dequenching; 100% of fusion was
assigned to complete dequenching observed upon membrane solubilization
with 1% Triton-100.
Note: Supplementary information and chemical compound information is available on
the Nature Chemical Biology website.
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